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a b s t r a c t

This paper develops a comprehensive small-signal model of hybrid renewable-energy-based microgrid
(MG) in an attempt to perceive oscillatory stability performance and capture the potential interaction
between low-frequency critical modes within the MG. Trajectories of sensitive modes due to controller
gain variations were evaluated in order to determine the stability boundaries. It was noticeable that
various power-sharing schemes significantly influenced the small-signal stability ofMG.Moreover,modal
interaction emerged due to the proximity of RES-based DG units and non-linear dynamic behaviour of
the sensitive modes. The interaction may result in a more oscillatory situation which potentially leads
to instability of MG. The low-frequency critical modes obtained from eigenvalues analysis were then
verified with the help of nonlinear time domain simulations. The presented work contributes to enhance
the design and tuning of controller gain and propose appropriate power-sharing scheme within MG.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The penetration of renewable energy resources (RES) based dis-
tributed generation (DG) has been increasing intensively in recent
years due to their beneficial impacts in bringing clean energy and
lowering the dependency on fossil fuel. Among various RES, photo-
voltaic (PV) andwind energy conversion system (WECS) have been
considered as the most deployed DG units due to their favourable
technical and economic benefits [1,2]. On the other hand, themajor
concern in developing stand-alone PVorWECSbased power gener-
ations is how tomaintain the continuity of electricity supply. These
concerns not only influence reliability of electricity supply but also
require over-sizing of energy storage system (ESS) to manage with
frequent early discharge due to RES fluctuations [3]. According to
the limitations of individual DG unit, it is necessary to organize a
cluster of DG units into a single controlled and coordinated power
system known as Microgrid (MG).

Similar to conventional power system, the stability issues inMG
can be classified into transient, voltage and small signal stability.
Transient stability concern in MG corresponded to the ability of
MG to maintain a stable condition after being subjected to large
disturbances such as short-circuit faults, structural change in MG
due to the outage of a particular DG unit and operation mode
switching fromgrid connected to islanding operation [4]. Transient
instability problem is not a big concern in MG as the generating
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units considered are relatively small and mostly not synchronous
machine based. MG should be able to maintain acceptable voltages
at all buses under normal condition and after being exposed to
a disturbance. Voltage stability problem in MG mostly emerges
due to the connection of dynamic loads, reactive power limit and
tap changer operation [5]. Moreover, the MG is susceptible to the
occurrence of small perturbations as a consequence of having a
cluster of RES based DG units with less physical inertia. Lack of
system damping condition in a MG might lead to the undamped
oscillatory condition when it is subjected to small disturbances
such as fluctuating RES condition, small load change andparameter
variations [5–9]. Therefore, a comprehensive study of small-signal
stability in MG is crucial to ensure stable operation of MG.

A limited amount of small-signal stability analysis consider-
ing different RES based DE units in MG was presented in the
literature so far. In [10,11], the small-signal stability analysis of
wind-based MG was provided. However, the presented analysis
neglected WECS dynamic behaviour and control system. In previ-
ous small-signal stability studies, power electronic devices in DG
units are usually presented as an ideal voltage source which may
lead to inaccurate results [12–14]. Practically, various architectures
of power electronic devices are employed to get the most advan-
tages from the RES. Therefore, different dynamic responses of DG
units might emerge when various RES-based power generations
are integrated into aMG. Those typical dynamic behaviours cannot
be captured by using the simplified model as developed in the
previous literature. A comprehensive MG model considering all
possible dynamics from each of the DG units is required to provide
a complete picture of small-signal stability of MG. Moreover, in
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Nomenclatures

Line and Load

ilikDQ D and Q axis line current.
iloDQ D and Q axis load current.
vbkDQ D and Q axis local bus voltage.

Bio-Diesel (BDG) Generator

ikq1, ikq2 q axis rotor current.
ikd d axis rotor current.
isdq d and q axis stator current.
ifd d axis field winding current.
TMde Mechanical torque.
vfd d axis field winding voltage.
vsdq d and q axis stator voltage.
ωref Angular frequency.
δd Phase angle.

Two-stages PV system

ib DC/DC converter input current.
is DC/DC converter output current.
vb DC/DC converter output voltage.
vdc DC link/DC side voltage of DC/AC inverter.
ρpv Auxiliary control state variable ofDC/DC converter
δpv Phase angle of PV system.
ppv Active power of PV system.
qpv Reactive power of PV system.
ϕpvdq PV voltage control loop state variables.
βpvdq PV current control loop state variables.
iidq d and q axis DC/AC inverter current.
vodq d and q axis output voltage.
iodq d and q axis output current.
iopvDQ D and Q axis PV output current in common refer-

ence frame.
vg Input voltage of PV system.
np PV active power droop gain.
nq PV reactive power droop gain.

Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS)
Induction generator

isdq d and q axis stator current.
irdq d and q axis rotor current.
ωw Angular frequency.
vsdq d and q axis stator voltage.
vsdq d and q axis stator voltage.
vrdq d and q axis rotor voltage.

DC/AC/DC system

γ State variable of reference current calculation in
Flux Oriented Control (FOC).

ρwdq FOC state variables.
iindq d and q AC/DC converter current.
vdqin d and q input voltage of AC/DC converter.
δw Phase angle of WECS.
pw Active power of WECS.
qw Reactive power of WECS.
ϕwdq WECS voltage control loop state variables.
βwdq WECS current control loop state variables.
iiwdq d and q axis DC/AC inverter current.
vowdq d and q axis output voltage.
iowdq d and q axis output current.
vsdq d and q axis stator voltage.
vrdq d and q axis rotor voltage.
Tw Mechanical torque.

a MG with a cluster of DG units, the interaction among sensitive
eigenvalues potentially exhibit. Investigation of modal interaction
is needed since the occurrence of interaction introduces more
oscillatory conditions and deterioration of stability performance.

Detailed MG model was primarily developed in [15]. However,
the control systems were not considered in the research. Hence,
this paper develops a detailed model of each DG unit in MG
to provide a comprehensive study and better understanding of
MG small-signal stability performance under autonomous oper-
ation. A hybrid MG consists of WECS, PV and Bio-Diesel (BDG)
generator is considered in this work. Trajectories of the low-
frequency critical modes on different power sharing strategies and
gain control variations are mapped to determine the small-signal
stability boundaries.Moreover, the possibility ofmodal interaction
between nearby eigenvalues is thoroughly analysed. Time-domain
simulation is thenperformed to verify and visualize the trajectories
of eigenvalues analysis.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. A step-by-step com-
prehensive modelling of PV-Wind-Diesel MG for small-signal in-
vestigation and a general summary ofMGmodelling is presented in
Section 2, along with a brief methodology of small-signal stability
andmodal interaction. Section 3 describes the simulation results in
details. Conclusions and contributions of this paper are highlighted
in Section 4.

2. State–space model of hybrid microgrid

Fig. 1 represents a typical model of MG system in a generic
distribution network. Under islanding mode, a synchronized oper-
ation is mandatory tomaintain a stableMG operation. Therefore, it
is necessary to translate all individual reference frame (dq) of each
DG unit into a common reference frame (DQ ) which is provided
by a reference DG unit. The reference DG can be performed by a
synchronousmachine based DG such as bio diesel generator (BDG)
or an inverter based DG equipped with the controller to establish
a given voltage magnitude and frequency [16]. Translation from
the individual to the common reference frame is facilitated using
transformation matrices of Tcδ and Tf . While, reverse transforma-
tion is conducted using inverse transformation matrices of Tvδ and
T−1
f [17].
Bus voltages are considered as input variables that provide a

connection to each subsystem. The bus voltages
(
∆vkDQ

)
can be

accurately estimated using the following equation [17]

∆vkDQ = RN
(
∆ioDQ

)
− RN

(
∆iloDQ

)
+ RN

{(
∆ilikDQ

)
in −

(
∆ilikDQ

)
out

}
(1)

where RN is virtual resistance,∆ioDQ represents the output current
of DG unit connected to the bus k.∆iloDQ is related to the load cur-
rent at bus k.While the

(
∆ilikDQ

)
in and

(
∆ilikDQ

)
out corresponding to

a given line current entering and leaving the kth bus, respectively.
In the following sections, modelling procedure of line

impedances, load, and the DG units are presented. A compre-
hensive state–space model of BDG, two-stages PV and fully-rated
WECS based DG units are developed to examine a complete small-
signal stability performance of islanding MG operation.

2.1. State-space model of line impedances

Distribution lines presented in Fig. 1 are modelled as series RL
elements. The linearized state–space equations of line impedance
betweenm and n nodes is given in (2) a generalized form.

∆
·

xline = Aline∆xline + Bline1∆vmDQ + Bline2∆vnDQ + Bωli∆ωref (2)
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Fig. 1. Typical MG structure in a distribution network.

where ∆xline =
[
∆ilikD ∆ilikQ

]T
,∆vmDQ =

[
∆vmD ∆vmQ

]T
,

∆vnDQ =
[
∆vnD ∆vnQ

]T
,

Aline =

⎡⎢⎣−
Rlik

Llik
ω0

−ω0 −
Rlik

Llik

⎤⎥⎦Bline1 =

⎡⎢⎣
1
Llik

0

0
1
Llik

⎤⎥⎦ ,

Bline2 =

⎡⎢⎣−
1
Llik

0

0 −
1
Llik

⎤⎥⎦ ,Bωli =

[
Ilik0Q

−Ilik0D

]
.

The∆ωref corresponds to the reference angular frequency from the
reference DG unit.While, Ilik0D and Ilik0Q represent the initial condi-
tion of line in common D and Q axis reference frame, respectively.

Coupling between DG units, lines impedance and load is pro-
vided by local bus voltages equation as given in (1). By substituting
(1) to (2), a complete state–space model of line impedance can be
derived as shown in (3).

∆
·

xline = {Aline + RN (Bline1 − Bline2)}∆xline
+ BliDG∆ioDQ + Blilo∆iloDQ + Bωli∆ωref (3)

where BliDG = Blilo = RN (Bline1 − Bline2). The BliDG,Blilo and Bliω
represent connection matrices between line and corresponded DG
units, load and reference DG respectively.

2.2. State-space model of static load

A load impedance model consists of load resistance (Rlo) and
inductance (Llo) is developed to present an aggregated load in MG.
In general, state equation of themth a central load is given by

∆
·

xlo = Alo∆xlo + Bvlo∆vmDQ + Bωlo∆ωref (4)

where

∆xlo =
[
∆ilomD ∆ilomQ

]T
,Alo =

⎡⎢⎣−
Rlom

Llom
ω0

−ω0 −
Rlom

Llom

⎤⎥⎦ ,

Bvlo =

⎡⎢⎣−
1

Llom
0

0 −
1

Llom

⎤⎥⎦ ,Bωlo =

[
IlomQ

−IlomD

]
.

Rlom and Llom represent resistance and inductance of line respec-
tively.

The coupling between load, DG unit and distribution line is
represented by bus voltage equation as given in (1). By substituting
(1) to (4), the load state equation can be rewritten as

∆
·

xlo = {Alo + RNBvlo}∆xlo + BloDG∆ioDQ
+ Bloli∆iliDQ + Bωlo∆ωref (5)

where BloDG = Bloli = RNBvlo. The BloDG,Bloli and Bωlo represent
connectionmatrices between load and correspondedDGunits, line
and reference DG respectively.

2.3. State-space model of bio-diesel generator (BDG)

The BDG is modelled as a permanent-magnet synchronous
generator. In this research, the BDG is integrated to the hybrid
MG as a reference DG unit which is responsible for providing a
synchronization signal for other DG units and ensures the balanced
condition of power generation and power consumption when
there is a shortfall of energy from RES based DG units. The state–
space model of BDG is derived from [18,19].
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Fig. 2. DC/DC converter control.

State variables of the BDG involved two q axis
(
ikq12

)
and one

d axis (ikd) rotor currents, stator current
(
isdq
)
and field winding

currents
(
ifd
)
. Input variables are presented as mechanical torque

(TMDE), field winding
(
vfd
)
and stator

(
vsdq

)
voltage. The state–

space model of BDG is then completed with mechanical equations
of the turbine and electromagnetic torque. Output variables of
the BDG are stator current and reference angular frequency

(
ωref

)
.

Linearized state–space model of BDG is given in (6).

∆
·

xBDEG = ABDG∆xBDG + BBDG∆uBDG + BvBDG∆vbDQ⎡⎣ ∆isD
∆isQ
∆ωref

⎤⎦ =

[
CBDG1

CBDG2

]
∆xBDG (6)

where ∆xBDG =
[
∆isd ∆isq ∆ifd ∆ikd ∆ikq1 ∆ikq2 ∆ωref ∆δDE

]T
,

∆uBDG =
[
∆vfd TMDE

]T
,∆vbDQ =

[
∆vbD ∆vbQ

]T
, CBDG1 =[

1 0 01×6
0 1 01×6

]
, CBDG2 =

[
01×6 1 0

]
. BBDGrepresents input matrix for

BDG corresponding to field voltage and mechanical torque. While
BvBDG represents input matrix of BDG related to stator voltage. A
detailed presentation of BBDG and BvBDG are derived from [18,19].

The local bus voltage of BDG based DG unit is determined by
using (1). Substitution of (1) into (6) yields a complete state–space
equation of the BDG. Hence, state equation of BDG can be rewritten
as

∆
·

xBDG = (ABDG + RNBvBDGCBDG1)∆xBDG + BBDG∆uBDG

+ BBDGline∆xline + BBDGload∆xload (7)

where ABDG_DG = ABDG + RNBvBDGCBDG1,BBDGline = RNBvBDG,

BBDGlaod = RNBvBDG.

2.4. State-space model of two-stages PV system

Small-signal model of the two-stage PV system consists of PV
array is modelled as constant DC voltage, DC/DC and DC/AC power
converter [15]. Average model of DC/DC with input current (ib),
output current (is) and output voltage (vb) state variables is de-
rived from [20,21]. While DC/AC inverter model comprising of DC
link voltage (vdc), inverter current

(
iinvdq

)
, output current

(
iodq
)
,

and output voltage
(
vodq

)
state variables is adapted from [21,22].

The proposed controllers for the two-stage PV system are com-
prising of input and grid-side power electronic devices controllers
are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. Regulation of varying
input DC voltage fromPV array can be handled byDC/DC converter.
Afterward, conditioned DC voltage is fed to the DC/AC inverter for
providing power regulation andmaintaining stable output voltage.
Regulation of DC side input voltage of the DC/AC inverter are
realized by adjusting duty cycle

(
dpv
)
of DC/DC boost converter.

Auxiliary state equation
(
ρpv
)
of the proposed DC/DC controller

loop is given by
d∆ρpv
dt

= vdc_ref − vdc . (8)

The controller generates a control signal for DC/DC converter.
The state–space equation of DC/DC controller is given in (9).

∆
·

ρpv = [0]∆ρpv +

[
1 −1

][
∆vdc_ref

vdc

]

∆dpv =
[
Kipv

]
∆ρpv +

[
Kppv −Kppv

][
∆vdc_ref

vdc

] (9)

where
(
∆vdc_ref

)
represents the DC link reference voltage.

Controller of DC/AC grid-side inverter in Fig. 3 can be di-
vided into droop control, outer voltage and inner current control
loops [17,23]. Droop control method is employed to establish a
power sharing for each DG unit. The instantaneous output power
in a certain operating point is determined by linearizing the calcu-
lated instantaneous power as given by the following equations:

∆p = Iod∆vod + Ioq∆voq + Vod∆iod + Voq∆ioq
∆q = Ioq∆vod − Iod∆voq − Voq∆iod + Vod∆ioq.

(10)

The average active (∆P) and reactive (∆Q ) power are deter-
mined by employing first order low pass filter to the linearized

Fig. 3. Droop control of PV system DC/AC inverter [17].
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instantaneous power as follows
d∆P
dt

= ωc
{
Iod∆vod + Ioq∆voq + Vod∆iod + Voq∆ioq

}
− ωc∆P

d∆Q
dt

= ωc
{
Ioq∆vod − Iod∆voq − Voq∆iod + Vod∆ioq

}
− ωc∆Q

(11)

where ωcrepresent cut off frequency of the low pass filter.
System frequency (ω) and active power sharing are set by

active power droop gain
(
np
)
. While reference of d-axis voltage(

v∗

dq

)
and reactive power sharing is determined by reactive power

droop gain
(
nq
)
. It is assumed that q-axis component of voltage

magnitude reference
(
∆v∗

oq

)
is zero. In most of the cases, output

impedance of the inverter is inductive around the fundamental
frequency [24]. Hence the reference frequency and voltage are
given by the following equations:

ω = ωn − np∆P
v∗

od = Vn − nq∆Q
(12)

where ωn and Vn represent nominal values of angular frequency
and voltage respectively.

Phase angle (δ) between individual inverter reference frame
and the common reference frame is determined from integral
operation of the angular frequency (ω) [17]. By substituting (11)
to (12), state–space equation of the droop controller can be deter-
mined as given in (13).⎡⎢⎣∆

·

δ

∆
·

p

∆
·

q

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣0 0 0

0 −ωc 0

0 0 −ωc

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣∆δ∆p

∆q

⎤⎥⎦
+

⎡⎢⎣ 0 0 0 0

ωc Iod ωc Ioq ωcVod ωcVoq

ωc Ioq −ωc Iod −ωcVoq ωcVod

⎤⎥⎦[∆vodq
∆iodq

]
[
∆ω

∆v∗

odq

]
=

⎡⎢⎣0 −np 0

0 0 −nq

0 0 0

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣∆δ∆p

∆q

⎤⎥⎦ .
(13)

The obtained reference values from the power droop control
are employed as input for voltage control loop. Auxiliary state
equations

(
ϕd, ϕq

)
of voltage control loop is given by (14).

dϕd
dt

= v∗

od − vod,
dϕq
dt

= v∗

oq − voq. (14)

The algebraic equations of reference currents are determined as
given by the following equations.

∆i∗id = G∆iod − ωnCf∆voq + Kpv
(
∆v∗

od −∆vod
)
+ Kiv∆ϕd

∆i∗iq = G∆ioq + ωnCf∆vod + Kpv
(
∆v∗

oq −∆voq
)
+ Kiv∆ϕq.

(15)

The linearized state equations of voltage control are derived
from auxiliary state equation in (14) and the algebraic equations
of the reference currents in (15) as given by (16).[
∆

·

ϕd

∆
·

ϕq

]
= [0]

[
∆ϕd

∆ϕq

]
+

[
1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1

][
∆v∗

odq

∆vodq

]
(16)

[
∆i∗id
∆i∗iq

]
=

[
Kiv 0
0 Kiv

][
∆ϕd

∆ϕq

]

+

[
Kpv 0 −Kpv −ωnCf G 0
0 Kpv ωnCf −Kpv 0 G

]⎡⎣∆v∗

odq

∆vodq

∆iodq

⎤⎦ .
The proportional and integral gains of voltage control loop are
presented by Kpv and Kiv respectively. While, feed forward gain
control is stated as G.

Output variables from the voltage control are then applied to
the inner current controller as reference values. Auxiliary state
equations

(
βd, βq

)
of the current control loop as given by (17).

dβd

dt
= i∗id − iid,

dβq

dt
= i∗iq − iiq. (17)

The algebraic equation of current controller loop related to
inverter modulation index is given by the following equation

m∗

d = −ωnLf∆iiq + Kpc
(
∆i∗id −∆iid

)
+ Kic∆βd

m∗

q = ωnLf∆iid + Kpc
(
∆i∗iq −∆iiq

)
+ Kic∆βq.

(18)

The linearized state equations of current control are derived
from auxiliary state equation in (17) and the algebraic equations
of the modulation index in, (18) as given by (19).[
∆

·

βd

∆
·

βq

]
= [0]

[
∆βd

∆βq

]
+

[
1 0 −1 0

0 1 0 −1

][
∆i∗idq
∆iidq

]
[
∆m∗

d

∆m∗

q

]
=

[
Kic 0

0 Kic

][
∆βd

∆βq

]

+

[
Kpc 0 −Kpc −ωnLf
0 Kpc ωnLf −Kpc

][
∆i∗idq
∆iidq

] (19)

where, the proportional and integral gains of current control loop
are presented by Kpc and Kic respectively.

A complete model of PV system is determined by combining
state equations of DC/DC and DC/AC in [21,25]. These converter
models are then integrated into state–space equations of the DC
link (9), power droop (13), voltage (16) and current (19) con-
trollers. Eighteen state variables are considered to obtain a detailed
model of two-stages PV based DG unit. Linearized state–space
model of two-stages PV is given by

∆
·

xpv = Apv∆xpv + Bpv∆upv + Bvpv∆vbpv + Bωpv∆ωref

∆iodq =

[
02×16 I2×2

]
∆xpv

(20)

where

upv =

[
∆vg ∆v

∗

dc

]T
,∆vbpv =

[
∆vbpvd ∆vbpvq

]T
,

∆xpv =
[∆ib ∆is ∆vb ∆vdc ∆ρpv ∆δpv ∆ppv ∆qpv ∆ϕpvd ∆ϕpvq

∆βpvd ∆βpvq ∆iid ∆iiq ∆vod ∆voq ∆iod ∆ioq ]T

Bpv =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
Ls

Kppv (Ib0Rcb − Is0Rcb + Vb0)

Lb
0

Kppv Ib0Rb

Ls
0

Kppv Ib0
Cb

015×1 015×1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

Bvpv =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
016×1 016×1

−
1
Lc

0

0 −
1
Lc

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,Bωpv =

⎡⎣ 05×1

−1
012×1

⎤⎦ .
The synchronization signal for PV based DG unit is provided

by BDG which is presented by ∆ωref . By substituting ∆ωref values
as given in (6), the state equations of PV based DG unit can be
rewritten as

∆
·

xpv = Apv∆xpv + Bpv∆upv + Bvpv∆vbpv + BωpvCBDG2∆xBDG
∆iodq =

[
02×16 I2×2

]
∆xpv.

(21)
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Fig. 4. FOC method for generator side converter [18,28].

Output currents of PV system have to be aligned with common
reference frame as given by

∆iopvDQ = CpvDQ∆xpv (22)

where CpvDQ =
[
02×5 Tcδ 02×10 Tf

]
.

The local bus voltage is one of the input variables for the state–
space equations of PV based DG unit. Transformation of bus volt-
age variables from common to individual reference frame can be
conducted by substituting (1) to (21) as given by[
vbpvd

vbpvq

]
= T−1

f RNCpvDQ∆xpv + Tvδ
[
∆δpv

]
− T−1

f RN
[
∆iloDQ

]
+ T−1

f RN
{[

∆iliDQ
]
in −

[
∆iliDQ

]
out

}
. (23)

By substituting (22) and (23) into (21) and considering that the
∆δpv part has been integrated to the state matrix of PV based DG
unit, the complete state–space model of two-stages PV based DG
can be stated as

∆
·

xpv = APV_DG∆xpv + Bpv∆upv + Bpvline∆xline
+Bpvload∆xload + Bpv_BDG∆xBDG

∆iopvDQ = CpvDQ∆xpv
(24)

where APV_DG = Apv + RNT−1
f BvpvCpvDQ,Bpvline = RNT−1

f Bvpv,

Bpvload = RNT−1
f Bvpv ,Bpv_BDG = BωpvCBDG2.

2.5. State-space model of fully rated WECS

The fully rated WECS mainly consists of a wind turbine, induc-
tion or synchronous generator, back to back AC/DC/AC inverter and
associated controllers. The two-stages AC/DC and DC/AC converter
system facilitate the interface between generator and grid side of
fully rated WECS while providing decoupling between those two
elements. Hence, for small variation of wind power, the dynamics
from the generator side due to wind fluctuation will not influence
the dynamic of the grid. Moreover, the interfacing power elec-
tronic device is enabled to facilitate the variable speed operation
capability of the generator which allows the effective regulation
of voltage and power output [26]. Small-signal model of back to
back AC/DC/AC inverter is obtained from integration of the subsys-
tem in [22,27] and [25]. While, the linearized induction generator
model is derived from [18,19]. A complete model of fully-rated
WECS is determined by integrating the WECS state–space model
in [15] with its associated controller. The controllers in fully-rated
WECS is comprising of generator-side AC/DC converter and grid-
side DC/AC inverter controllers.

Flux oriented control (FOC) strategy as shown in Fig. 4 is applied
to the generator-side AC/DC converter to facilitate variable speed
operation of induction generator, maintain generator voltage sta-
bility and perform DC link voltage regulation [28].

Reference of DC link voltage is determined from d-axis stator
voltage reference value and nominal modulation index of AC/DC
converter as given by [29]:

∆vdc_ref =

√
6

md0_rec
∆vds_ref . (25)

The calculated reference values of DC link voltage is then com-
pared with the measured DC link voltage and regulated through PI
controller. Auxiliary variables (γ ) of the corresponded control loop
is denoted by

dγ
dt

= ∆vdc_ref −∆vdc →
dγ
dt

=

√
6

md0
∆vds_ref −∆vdc . (26)

State-space equation corresponded to the d-axis current refer-
ence

(
∆i∗ds

)
can be stated as[

∆
·

γ

]
= [0]∆γ + [−1]∆vdcout +

[ √
6

md0

]
∆vds_ref

∆i∗ds = [Ki1]∆γ +
[
−Kp1

]
∆vdcout +

[ √
6

md0

]
∆vds_ref .

(27)

The quadrature axis, q reference current
(
∆i∗qs

)
is derived from

torque-speed characteristic curve [18]. Electromagnetic torque
equation can be simplified by assuming that rotor flux of induc-
tion generator is aligned to the direct axis (ψ = 0) and optimal
operation of a wind turbine is attained [28]. The linearized q-axis
reference current can be stated as

∆i∗qs =

(
2ωr0KoptXrr

i∗d0sX2
m

)
∆ωr +

(
Ki1Koptω

2
r0Xrr(

i∗d0s
)2X2

m

)
∆γ

−

(
Kp1Koptω

2
r0Xrr(

i∗d0s
)2X2

m

)
∆vdcout +

(
Kp1Koptω

2
r0Xrr

√
6(

i∗d0s
)2X2

mmd0

)
∆vds_ref .

(28)

Reference currents are compared to measured dq axis stator
current and regulated by PI controller to generate a control signal
for AC/DC converter

(
m∗

dq

)
. Auxiliary variables

(
ρwdq

)
for calculat-

ing modulation indices of the AC/DC converter is denoted by

dρwd

dt
= i∗sd − isd,

dρwq

dt
= i∗sq − isq. (29)
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By integrating (27)–(29), state–space equations of FOC are given
by[
∆

·

ρwd

∆
·

ρwq

]
=

[
0 0

0 0

][
∆ρwd

∆ρwq

]

+B1FOC

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
isd
isq
∆γ

∆vdc

∆ω

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ B2FOC
[
∆v∗

sd

]
[
∆m1d

∆m1q

]
=

[
Ki2 0

0 Ki2

][
∆ρwd

∆ρwq

]

+DFOC1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∆i∗sd
∆i∗sq
∆isd
∆isq

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ DFOC2 [∆ωr ] + DFOC3
[
∆v∗

sd

]

(30)

where

B1FOC =

⎡⎢⎣−1 0 Ki1 −Kp1 0

0 −1
Ki1Koptω

2
r0Xr(

i∗sd0
)2X2

m

−
Kp1Koptω

2
r0Xr(

i∗sd0
)2X2

m

2ω2
r0KoptXr(
i∗sd0
)2X2

m

⎤⎥⎦ ,

BFOC2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Kp1

√
6

m1d0
Kp1Koptω

2
r0Xr

√
6(

i∗sd0
)2X2

mm1d0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

DFOC1 =

⎡⎢⎣−Kp2 −ωL Ki1 −Kp1Kp2

ωL −Kp2
Ki1Kp2Koptω

2
r0Xr(

i∗sd0
)2X2

m

−
Kp1Kp2Koptω

2
r0Xr(

i∗sd0
)2X2

m

⎤⎥⎦ ,

DFOC2 =

⎡⎣ 0
2ωr0Kp2KoptXr(

i∗sd0
)2X2

m

⎤⎦ ,DFOC3 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ki1Kp2

√
6

m1d0
Kp1Kp2Koptω

2
r0Xrr

√
6(

i∗sd0
)2X2

mm1d0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Similar control algorithm as in two-stage PV system is adopted

inWECS DC/AC inverter control. A complete state–spacemodel for
fully rated WECS is then derived from the integration of induction
generator model [18,19], AC/DC/AC inverter model [25,27], gener-
ator side (FOC) controller in (27) and (30), and grid side controller
(13), (16) and (19). Twenty-eight state variables are considered
to determine a detailed model of WECS-based DG unit. Linearized
state equations of WECS are given by in (31).

∆
·

xw = Aw∆xw + Bw∆uw + Bvw∆vbw + Bωw∆ωref

∆iowdq =

[
02×26 I2×2

]
∆xw

(31)

where ∆uw =

[
∆vsd ∆vsq ∆vrd ∆vrq ∆Tw ∆v∗

sd

]T
,∆vbw =[

∆vbwd ∆vbwq
]T
,

∆xw =

[∆isd ∆isq ∆ird ∆irq ∆ωr ∆γ ∆ρwd ∆ρwq

∆iid ∆iiq ∆vdin ∆vqin ∆vdcout ∆δ ∆p ∆q ∆ϕd ∆ϕq

∆βd ∆βq ∆is ∆vdc ∆iiwd ∆iiwq ∆vowd ∆vowq ∆iowd ∆iowq
]T
,

Bvw =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
026×1 026×1

−
1
Lc

0

0 −
1
Lc

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,Bωw =

⎡⎣013×1

−1
014×1

⎤⎦ .
While, the detailed presentation of Bw is derived from [18,19].

The synchronization signal for WECS based DG unit is provided
by BDG which is presented by ∆ωref . By substituting ∆ωref values
as given in (6), the state equations of WECS based DG unit can be
rewritten as

∆
·

xw = Aw∆xw + Bw∆uw + Bvw∆vbw + BωwCBDG2∆xBDG
∆iowdq =

[
02×26 I2×2

]
∆xw.

(32)

Output currents of WECS have to be aligned to the common
reference frame to facilitate synchronization with other DG unit.
The transformation of WECS output current from individual to
common reference frame is given by

∆iowDQ = CwDQ∆xw (33)

where CwDQ =
[
02×13 Tcδ 02×12 Tf

]
.

Similar procedure as in PV system is conducted to determine
the connection between WECS, DE and line impedance. Complete
state–space model of WECS can be stated as given by

∆
·

xw = Aw_DG∆xw + Bw∆uw + Bwline∆xline
+Bwload∆xload + Bw_BDG∆xBDG

∆iowDQ = CwDQ∆xw
(34)

whereAw_DG = Aw+RNT−1
f BvwCwDQ,Bw_BDG = BωwCBDG2,Bwline =

RNT−1
f Bvw,Bwload = RNT−1

f Bvw.

2.6. Comprehensive state–space model of hybrid MG, small-signal
stability and modal interaction

The proposed modelling procedure can be expanded for con-
structing a MG system which is consisting of a number of DG
units. In general, the detailed state equation of n DG units and one
reference DG unit can be rewritten as

∆
·

xDG1 = ADG1∆xDG1 + BDG1∆uDG1 + BDG1_line∆xline
+BDG1_ref∆xDGref + BDG1_lo∆xlo

∆
·

xDG2 = ADG2∆xDG2 + BDG2∆uDG2 + BDG2_line∆xline
+BDG2_ref∆xDGref + BDG2_lo∆xlo

... =
...

...
...

∆
·

xDGn = ADGn∆xDGn + BDGn∆uDGn + BDGn_line∆xline
+BDGn_ref∆xDGref + BDGn_lo∆xlo

∆
·

xDGref = ADGref∆xDGref + BDGref∆uDGref

+BDGref_line∆xline + BDGref_lo∆xlo

(35)

where ADGn and ADGref represent state matrix of a particular and
reference DG unit respectively. The input matrices of a particular
and reference DG unit are presented by BDGn and BDGref respec-
tively. Connections between a particular DG unit with the refer-
ence DG, distribution lines and load are stated by input matrices
of BDGn_line, BDGn_ref and BDGn_lo respectively. Moreover, the generic
state–space equations of line impedance and load are derived from
(3) and (5) respectively.

Considering that the n RES based DG unit, one reference DG unit
supplied m number of loads through k line impedance model, the
general small signal model of the MG system can be rewritten as

∆
·

xMG = AMG∆xMG + BMG∆uMG. (36)

where

∆xMG =
[
∆xDG1 ∆xDG2 · · · ∆xDGn ∆xDGref ∆xline ∆xload

]T
,

∆uMG =
[
∆uDG1 ∆uDG2 · · · ∆uref

]T
,
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Fig. 5. The test system of hybrid MG.

BMG =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BDG1 0 0 0 0
0 BDG2 0 0 0

0 0
. . . 0 0

0 0 0 BDGn 0
0 0 0 0 BDGref

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

AMG =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ADG1 0 0 0 BDG1_ref BDG1_line BDG1_lo

0 ADG2 0 0 BDG2_ref BDG2_line BDG2_lo
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

0 0 0 ADGn BDGn_ref BDGn_line BDGn_lo

0 0 0 0 ADGref BDGref_line BDGref_lo

Bline_DG1 Bline_DG2 · · · Bline_DGn Bline_DGref Aline Blilo

Blo_DG1 Blo_DG2 · · · Blo_DGn Blo_DGref Bloli Aload.

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Eigenvalues analysis is carried out to analyse system small-
signal stability. The system eigenvalues (λ) reveal important in-
formation corresponded to oscillatory frequency (f ) and damping
ratio (ζ ) of the modes. Moreover, contributions of state variables
are monitored through participation factor analysis.

The complex design of MG controller influences the dynamic
behaviour of sensitivemodes. The interaction between eigenvalues
may happen since those two modes might be located closely.
They approach each other and align with a certain point known
as interaction or resonance point. Around a resonance point, the
more oscillatory condition might be observed. Hence, the modal
interaction could be a concern since it might be a precursor to
system instability. As modal interaction happened, the engaged
modes become very sensitive and depart oppositely to parameter
variations.

3. Simulation results

A hybrid MG model consisting of three DG units; WECS, PV
and BDG is investigated in this study as depicted in Fig. 5. Two-
stage converter system comprising of DC/DC and DC/AC formed a
PV based DG unit. While, typical fully rated WECS incorporating
DC/AC/DC converterwas selecteddue to its superior characteristics
in providing full power conversion and variable generator speed

operation capability [28,30]. Mitigation of high order harmonics of
DG units’ output current and voltage are handled by interfaced low
pass filter. BDG is connected as a reference DG unit which provides
a synchronization signal for other DG units and additional power
when the generated power from PV and WECS are not sufficient
to supply the load. In the investigated MG system, three line-
impedances are considered to connect eachDGunitwith the single
load bus. Moreover, an aggregated static load is considered in this
study.

It is expected that the detailed MG model would provide more
accurate results correlated to the ability of the proposed model to
capture various dynamic response from different RES based DG
units (WECS, PV and BDG). On the other hand, it is difficult to
observe the typical dynamic behaviours from different DG unit
architectures using simplified model as presented in the litera-
ture [5,14,17,20,31–33]. The analysis of MG small signal stability
using the simplifiedmodel results in similar dynamic responses for
all the inverter based DG unit. Therefore, the simplified approach
is not sufficient to present or tomodel a systemwith different type
of RES based DG units.

3.1. Eigenvalues analysis

A complete state–space model of hybrid MG was constructed.
The capacity of each DG unit in the proposed MG; WECS, PV and
BDG, is 3 MVA which provides a power supply for 5 MW load
through the distribution network. Parameters of WECS and DE
were derived from [29] and [19] respectively. The parameters of
power electronic devices, low pass filter and line impedance are
presented in Appendix.

This study focused on low-frequency critical modes, which sig-
nificantly affect the MG stability. The low-frequency critical eigen-
values are mainly originated from the power-sharing controller in
the frequency range of 2–10 Hz [8,34]. According to participation
factor analysis, active power, phase angle and reactive power state
variables from PV and WECS contributed to modes of λ42,43 and
λ45,46 respectively. It was also monitored that mode of λ42,43 has
a damping ratio of 17.68% while λ45,46 is characterized by 4.13%
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Fig. 6. Trajectories of sensitivemodes when (a) active power droop gain (np) varied
from 1.57 × 10−5 rad/s/W to 1.05 × 10−6 rad/s/W and (b) reactive power droop
gain (nq) varied from 4.2 × 10−4 V/Var to 8.8 × 10−5 V/Var.

damping ratio. This indicated that the risk of instability fromeigen-
values of λ45,46 is higher than that from λ42,43. Moreover, since the
investigated modes were situated closely, similar state variables
might participate in those neighbouring eigenvalues. It can be
denoted that in this situation, the eigenvectors of the corresponded
modes might be similar [35]. As a consequence, the interaction
between those modes potentially occurred. The interaction event
might lead to more oscillatory conditions which result in deterio-
ration of system damping or even unstable situations.

Trajectories of sensitive modes from RES based DG unit under
variations of gain control parameters are presented in this study.
Small variation of droop gain, proportional and integral gain con-
trol in a certain range are considered. Fig. 6(a) shows root-locus of
the investigated modes due to the variation of active-power droop
gain (np) of PV and WECS. As np decreased, modes of λ42,43 moved
to the right, implies a deterioration of dynamic response. On the
other hand, enhancement of oscillatory condition was monitored
indicated by the left movement of λ45,46. Oscillatory frequency of
λ45,46 drastically decreased from 7.408 rad/s or 1.17 Hz to 4.01
rad/s or 0.63 Hz at lower values of np. While the frequency of mode
λ42,43 did not change significantly around 10.682 rad/s or 1.701 Hz.
Furthermore, it was suggested that stability could bemaintained if
droop gains were set more than 9.4 ×10−6 rad/s/W.

Trajectories of sensitive modes due to the variation of reactive
power droop gain (nq) s depicted in Fig. 6(b). Enhancement of
system dynamic responsewasmonitored, designated by extensive
left movement of λ45,46 across the imaginary axis. Critical mode of
λ42,43 was also influenced. The slight left motion of the λ42,43 was
observed during this variation. Moreover, system stability could be
maintained if the nq was tuned less than 2×10−4 V/Var.

Fig. 7. Trajectories of sensitive modes when proportional
(
Kpvw, Kpcw

)
(a) and

integral (Kivw, Kicw) (b) gains of WECS voltage and current controller were varied.

Investigation of low-frequency critical modes was then con-
ducted by a varying gain of WECS voltage (Kpvw , Kivw) and current
(Kpcw, Kicw) controller loops. As depicted in Fig. 7(a), eigenvalues
of λ42,43 departed toward left half plane due to Kpvw and Kpcw
variations. Conversely, dynamic response ofλ45,46 deteriorated sig-
nificantly as Kpvw and Kpcw were varied. From this variation, system
stability boundary was determined. Stability could be maintained
if Kpvw and Kpcw were tuned in the range of 1 to 1.5. Moreover,
small-signal stability corresponded to DG units output power due
to Kivw and Kicw variations is shown in Fig. 7(b). As Kivw and Kicw
were varied the observedmodes departed to the left. This indicated
damping enhancements of corresponded eigenvalues.

In Fig. 8, different circumstances were observed as proportional
(Kpvpv, Kpcpv) and integral (Kivpv,Kicpv) gains of PV voltage and cur-
rent control loops were varied. The trajectory of low-frequency
critical modes under Kpvpv and Kpcpv variations is shown in Fig. 8(a).
Primarily, the eigenvalues of λ42,43 departed to the left-hand side.
However, as the gain controller was continuously increased, the
investigated modes of λ42,43, start to move towards the imaginary
axis, indicating deterioration of system dynamic response. On the
other hand, only small movement of modes of λ45,46 was moni-
tored. Moreover, small-signal stability corresponding to DG unit
output power due to Kivpv and Kicpv variations is shown in Fig. 8(b).
As Kivpv and Kicpv were varied the observed modes departed to the
left, indicating damping enhancements of the system. To maintain
a stable condition of PV output power, Kpvpv and Kpcpv should be
tuned more than 0.3 as depicted in Fig. 8(a). While, as shown in
Fig. 8(b), the risk of instability potentially occurred when Kivpv and
Kicpv were set less than 2.

Dynamic features of power electronic devices were character-
ized by higher frequency of oscillation. The sensitive modes of
these devices were represented by voltage and current of DC link
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Fig. 8. Trajectories of modes when proportional (Kpvpv, K pcpv) (a) and integral
(Kivpv, K icpv) (b) gains of PV voltage and current controller were varied.

and inverter state variables. Fig. 9 represents root loci due to the
variation of FOC gain. As the gain of the controller varied, the
modes corresponded to DC link voltage and current from WECS
(λ20,21), drastically moved toward to imaginary axis, indicated
deterioration of system stability. Moreover, it was also observed
that system be unstable if the proportional gain of FOC (KpFOC )
was tuned above 0.15. Dynamic response of DC link voltage and
current of PV (λ26,27) due to the variation of proportional DC link
control gain (KpDC ) is shown in Fig. 10. It was clearly seen that as
KpDC increased, system small-signal stability deteriorated severely.
Instability possibly occurred when the KpDC was tuned beyond
0.0032.

3.2. Time-domain simulation

Time domain simulations in MATLAB Simulink environment
were conducted to validate previous eigenvalues analysis. Small
perturbations of input variables associated with a voltage refer-
ence of WECS (v∗

ds) and PV (v∗

dc) controller were applied to excite
sensitive modes.

Fig. 11 represents dynamic response of WECS and PV active
power due to the variation of np. According to the previous eigen-
values analysis, at np of 7.32 × 106 rad/s/W, the output power of
WECS and PV had an oscillatory frequency of 7.408 rad/s or 1.17 Hz
and 10.758 rad/s or 1.71 Hz, respectively as shown in Fig. 11(a).
Primarily, PV active power oscillated in the 0.58 s time period or
1.72 Hz. While WECS power output oscillated at 0.9 s time period
or 1.1 Hz. Since eigenvalues related to PV output power has a
higher damping ratio of 17.48%, the dynamic response subsided
immediately. While lower frequency around 1.1 Hz from WECS
modes persisted until the stable operating point was achieved.

The critical operating point was experienced when np was
tuned at 9.35 × 106 rad/s/W as depicted in Fig. 11(b). At this

Fig. 9. Trajectories of DC link voltage and current in WECS when the proportional
gain of FOC (KpFOC) varied from 0.01 to 0.2.

Fig. 10. Trajectories of DC link voltage and current in PV system when DC link gain
controller

(
Kppv

)
varied from 0.001 to 0.004.

operating condition, WECS and PV active power oscillated contin-
uously. Primarily, PV output power oscillated at 0.6 s time period
or 1.67 Hz. According to root loci in Fig. 6(a), at the critical points,
positions of λ45,46 was closer to the imaginary axis than modes
of λ42,43, denote the less damped condition of λ45,46 than λ42,43.
Hence, the oscillation associated to λ42,43 dissolved immediately
and then two modes started to oscillate together in the 0.9 s time
period or 1.1 Hz.

3.3. Power sharing and small-signal stability

The dynamic behaviour of MG is not only influenced by the
setting of gain parameters such as droop, voltage and current
controller gain but also influenced by parameters of the converter,
line impedances and load. Higher R/X ratio of line impedance result
in more system damping hence it can enhance the MG dynamic
response. Conversely, increasing line resistance value affects the
accuracy of power-sharing and voltage profile within MG [8].

Converter parameters such as the inductance values and cut off
frequency of low pass filter (LPF) also influenced the dynamic re-
sponses ofMG. A compromise between enhancing dynamic system
dynamic response and providing better harmonic rejection capa-
bility has to be considered in selecting the LPF parameters [36].
Even though converter and line parameters influenced theMG sta-
bility performance, those parameters can be considered constant
according to their primary design. The presented work is focused
on the investigation of oscillatory conditions in aMG system under
different gain settings involving droop, voltage and current gain
control settings. A detailed explanation of gain control impact on
MG stability is important since MG mostly powered by RES with
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Fig. 11. WECS and PV active power at active droop gain
(
np
)
of (a) 7.32 × 10−6 and (b) 9.35 × 10−6 .

Fig. 12. The damping ratio of the low-frequency critical modes in different power
sharing schemes.

fluctuating nature characteristic. Therefore, proper gain control
adjustments and settings should be better understood to ensure
accurate power-sharing and stable MG operation.

MG is demanded to deal with all possible power-sharing strate-
gies. Itwas considered that generated active power fromWECS and
PV were varied by gradually adjusting active power droop gain in
each DG unit. While lack of supplied power from those DG units
is handled by BDG. In practice, minimum allowable output from
BDG is around 30% of its nominal rating (under-loading operation
of diesel engine less than 30% for extended periods can impact
uptime and engine life). Therefore, in this study it is considered
that the diesel engine generator is operated around 30%–50% of its
nominal rating. Fig. 12 shows damping ratio of sensitive modes in
different power sharing schemes. It was observed that at higher
WECS and lower PV power-sharing, eigenvalues of λ42,43 and λ45,46
had 4.23% and 29.36% damping ratio respectively. MG dynamics
response enhanced as power portion of WECS and PV were de-
creased and increased respectively. The damping ratio of λ42,43
significantly enhanced to 23.11%. While damping ratio of modes
of λ45,46decreased moderately to 21.86%.

Fig. 13 depicts MG dynamic responses associated with differ-
ent power-sharing scheme among DG units. The presented result
confirmed the previous eigenvalues analysis in Fig. 12. As shown
in Fig. 13(a), when MG was operated with dominant power from
WECS and 40% nominal rating of BDG (1.25 MW), less system
damping was monitored. The less damping situation was reflected
bymore oscillatory condition when theMGwas subjected to small
disturbance. Fig. 13(b) presents equal contribution fromWECS and
PV based DG units with BDG was operated at 45% of its nominal

rating (1.33 MW). From this figure, it can be observed that more
damped situation than in Fig. 13(a) was monitored. Enhancement
of system damping was further monitored when dominant power
contribution from PV and higher power injection from BDG (1.48
MW or 50% from its nominal rating) were considered, as shown in
Fig. 13(c).

3.4. Modal interaction

The modal interaction could be a concern since it may cause a
resonance phenomenonwhich deteriorated systemstability. Inter-
action among neighbouring modes may emerge due to a variation
of system parameter such as a gain controller, load changing and
disturbance. Since modes of λ42,43 and λ45,46 situated closely, they
could potentially interact. To investigate interaction scenarios,
trajectories of the corresponded modes due to the variation of
active power droop gain np in different WECS (Kpvw, Kpcw) and PV
(Kpvpv, Kpcpv) voltage and current proportional gain tuning were
investigated.

Fig. 14 shows trajectories of investigated modes in different
Kpvw, Kpcw and Kpvpv, Kpcpv setting during np variation. It was ob-
viously shown that with similar np variation, different gain set-
ting significantly influenced the eigenvalues movements. It was
observed in Fig. 14(a), primarily, two eigenvalues came closer
and interacted when Kpvw and Kpcw were tuned at 1.04. Around
interaction point, as marked by a circle, those two modes moved
oppositely. Modes of λ42 departed to the left while λ45 moved to-
wards the right side of complex the plane, indicated enhancement
and deterioration of system stability respectively. A similar trend
was observed in Fig. 14(b). It was shown that after the interaction,
PV modes moved to the right remarkably. Moreover, for lower
np, the corresponded modes be unstable. The modal interaction
emerged at Kpvpv and Kpcpv setting of 0.35.

The effect of modal interaction on the oscillatory condition in
a MG system is visualized in time domain simulation as presented
in Fig. 15. The occurrence of modal interaction under variation of
WECS gain control is depicted in Fig. 15(a). When proportional
gains control of WECS (Kpvw, Kpcw) were tuned at 1.01, the more
damped situation was observed. In this gain control setting, the
two investigatedmodes were far away from each other. Therefore,
modal interaction did not take place. As the gains control of WECS
and PV were tuned at 1.04, the more oscillatory condition was
observed. At those particular gain setting, the two modes become
closer and start to interact. Around an interaction point, as marked
by a circle in Fig. 14, the engaged modes were very sensitive
to small parameter variations. When Kpvw and Kpcw were further
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Fig. 13. Power sharing schemes in MG: (a) Dominant WECS, (b) Dominant PV and (c) Higher Contribution from BDG.

Fig. 14. Trajectories of modes due to the variation of active power droop gain in the various setting of (a) WECS and (b) PV control gains.

increased to 1.06, a significant deviation of the root-loci was mon-
itored. The two modes departed oppositely. One of the interacting
modes departed to the left, yielded an enhancement of system
oscillatory condition. While the other modes significantly moved
toward the right-hand side of the complex plane. Those low-
frequency modes which related to PV based DG unit dominantly
affected the system stability. As a consequence, more damped
condition subsided immediately and replaced by the less damped
situation with similar oscillatory frequency as modes of PV.

A similar situation was monitored when PV gains control
(Kpvpv, Kpcpv) were varied. The occurrence of modal interaction
under variation of Kpvpv and Kpcpv is depicted in Fig. 15(b). Far from
the interaction point, when Kpvpv and Kpcpv were tuned at 0.31,
the more damped situation was observed. The modal interaction
was identified at the setting of Kpvpv and Kpcpv of 0.35, indicated by

the more oscillatory condition. Around an interaction point, small
perturbation or variation of system parameter result in significant
deviation of the engaged modes. One of the interacting modes
departed remarkable toward the right half-open plane, resulting
in deterioration of the system stability. Severe deterioration of
the system dynamic response was identified. More oscillatory
condition after interaction event due to a significant decrease of
damping ratio was reported.

4. Conclusions

A detailed small-signal model of a hybrid MG considering
dynamics of power electronics devices and its controllers was
presented in this paper. Low and high-frequency critical modes
corresponding to DGs output power and converter state variables
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Fig. 15. (a) WECS and (b) PV active power influenced by modal interaction.

respectively, were significantly influenced by variation of gain
controllers. Since the different architecture of DG units provides
distinct small-signal stability features, evaluation of MG dynamic
responses in many power-sharing strategies were investigated.
The eigenvalues analysis and time domain simulation suggested
that at higher contribution of PV and BDG based DG units, an
enhanced system dynamic response was monitored. Moreover,
the modal interaction potentially happen due to the proximity
of the low-frequency critical modes. It could be a concern since
it may cause resonance phenomenon which results in more os-
cillatory condition and lead to system instability. Obtained result
regarding the comprehensive analysis of small-signal stability in
autonomous operation of MG contributes to the design considera-
tion and stability margin prediction of hybrid MG system.

The modal analysis is sufficient to investigate the oscillatory
stability in hybrid MG under small variations of gain controllers.
However, the presented method is not suitable for observing the
dynamic behaviour of the MG system when it was subjected to
unbalanced situations. The time domain simulation and Prony
analysis methods are required for investigating the small signal
stability performance of MG under unbalance situations. More-
over, the uncertain condition of RES and load have to be considered
in investigating the MG stability. In future works, the effect of
imbalance and uncertainties circumstances will be investigated to
provide more practical and realistic scenario of MG operations.

Appendix

System parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Rated Voltage Vbase 690 V
Parasitic resistance of DC/DC inductor Rb 1 m�
DC/DC inductor Lb 2 mH
Parasitic resistance of DC/DC capacitor Rcb 1 m�
DC/DC capacitor Cb 1000 µF
AC input side Inductance of AC/DC Lsw 1 mH
AC input side capacitor of AC/DC Cinw 1000 µF
AC Side Resistance of AC/DC converter Rsdcw 10 m�
DC Side Capacitor of DC/AC converter Ccoutw 1000 µF
DC Side Inductance of DC/AC inverter Lsdcw 6.43 mH
DC Link inductance Llink 0.01 mH
DC Link resistance Rlink 1 m�
DC Link Capacitance Cd 6500 µF
Low Pass Filter Inductance Lf 1 mH
Low Pass Filter Capacitance Cf 100 µF
Low Pass Filter Resistance Rf 1 m�
Coupling Inductance Lc 0.1 mH
Coupling Resistance Rc 1 m�

System parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Load Resistance Rlo 0.95�
Load Inductance Llo 10 mH
Line Resistance (bus 1,2 and 3) Rli 10 m�
Line Inductance (bus 1,2 and 3) Lli 1 mH
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